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The impact of ion-ion collisions on confinement is investigated with the full-f and global gyrokinetic
GYSELA code through a series of nonlinear turbulence simulations for tokamak parameters. A twofold scan

in the turbulence drive and in collisionality is performed, highlighting (i) a heat transport expressed in
terms of critical quantities—threshold and exponent, (ii) a first evidence of turbulent generation of
poloidal momentum, and (iii) the dominance of mean flow shear, mediated through the turbulent
corrugation of the mean profiles, with regard to the oft-invoked zonal flow shear.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.065002
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Gyrokinetic theory [1] provides today’s deepest insight
into turbulence-related problems in plasma physics, especially allowing for a very accurate description of turbulent
transport. Neoclassical theory [2] was earlier coined to
describe the effects of binary Coulomb collisions in an
inhomogeneous toroidal magnetic field. Elucidating the
interplay between turbulence and collisions is a subject
of great current focus for modeling since recent evidence
from both experiments [3,4] and simulations [5,6] has
started to emphasize its special relevance for the onset
and control of enhanced confinement regimes. A paradigm
is that a highly sheared E  B flow can lead to better
confinement through decorrelation of turbulent fluctuations or decrease in radial correlation lengths. Accordingly, the fundamental importance of the radial electric
field [3] or of zonal flows [7] is widely emphasized.
Zonal flows (ZFs) are low frequency turbulence-induced
axisymmetric sheared E  B flows. Along with the mean
flows (MFs)—temporally averaged E  B flows over a
collision time—they dynamically participate into turbulence self-regulation and are linearly damped through collisions alone. In a standard predator-prey picture, the ZFs
(predator) regulate the turbulence (prey); the turbulent
transport itself may thus depend on neoclassical effects.
Accordingly, collisional enhancement of turbulent transport has recently been reported in fluid [6] and quasilocal
(f) gyrokinetic simulations [5] of ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence including ion-ion collisions.
Collisional processes are also central for an accurate
calculation of the radial electric field Er , mainly through
the determination of the poloidal rotation v . The accepted
idea [3] is that the experimentally reported deviations of v
from its neoclassical expectation at the low to high confinement transition is a precursor for the observed large
evolution of Er . Understanding the physical mechanisms
which allow for the generation of poloidal momentum
could prove especially crucial to understand the formation
and the dynamics of internal transport barriers (ITBs) and
0031-9007=09=103(6)=065002(4)

to shed a quantitative insight on the physics of the L-H
transition. An accurate description of the radial force balance Er  v’ B þ v B’ ¼ rp=nZe is thus of prime importance for an emerging generation of gyrokinetic codes
which calculate the full distribution function (see [8] and
references therein). In such codes alone is Er indeed selfconsistently evolved [9] and coupled to the mean profile
dynamics, through either the evolution of the mean pressure gradient rp (thermodynamic force) or that of the
flows (poloidal and toroidal v’ ).
In this Letter, (i) we revisit the question of the collisional
enhancement of turbulent transport near criticality, and
(ii) we report the first quantitative prediction for the poloidal rotation in turbulent regimes including neoclassical
effects using the GYSELA code [10]. These results are based
on a series of nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations including
ion-ion collisions in global realistic magnetic geometry
and representative core plasma parameters. These simulations have been performed in both neoclassical and turbulent regimes, and a convergence study has been performed,
at different values of the small tokamak parameter ? ¼
i =a, a being the minor radius and i the ion gyroradius.
For neoclassical simulations, the temperature gradient
R0 =LT ¼ 3 is chosen such that the system remains below
the linear instability threshold. This parameter represents
the strength of the turbulence drive. The numerical values
reported below are given at midradius r ¼ 0:5a: R0 =Ln ¼
2:2, Ti =Te ¼ 1,  ¼ r=R ¼ 0:17, q ¼ 1:4, and s ¼
ðr=qÞdq=dr ¼ 0:78. The neoclassical problem is axisymmetric and the grid size at ? ¼ 1=256 involves over
109 grid points on a half-torus ðr; ; ’; vk ; Þ ¼
ð256; 256; 8; 128; 16Þ mesh. Here q is the safety factor, R ¼
R0 þ r cos the major radius,  the inverse aspect ratio, Ti
and Te the ion and electron temperatures, respectively, and
 the adiabatic invariant. Collisionality reads: ? ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3=2 qR0 ii =vT , vT ¼ T=m being the thermal velocity
and ii the ion-ion collision frequency.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Accurate satisfaction of the equilibrium
radial force balance, at any given simulation time.

In particular (see Refs. [11,12]), the dependencies on ?
and  of the neoclassical heat transport [13,14] and poloidal rotation [15] have been accurately verified in the low
and intermediate tokamak-relevant banana and plateau
regimes along with the collisional damping [16] of axisymmetric mean and zonal flows—which survive the collisionless linear Landau damping process. As the last
mandatory check, Er self-consistently adjusts within a
few percent according to the radial force balance in either
neoclassical or turbulent regimes, for all collisionalities.
An example in the neoclassical regime is displayed in
Fig. 1. The poloidal velocity is shown, calculated by two
means: (i) self-consistently within GYSELA vGYS
from the

distribution function as the sum of the poloidal E  B,
curvature, grad-B, and magnetization flows and (ii) by
means of the force balance rp=ne  Er þ v’ B , each of
the latter terms being independently plotted. This ability of
full-f codes to accurately compute the long wavelengths of
 (the mean Er ) has recently been questioned [17]; we
show excellent agreement with the radial force balance
when using conventional first order gyrokinetic equations.
Simulations of tokamak turbulence are now performed
for the same representative core plasma parameters. Scanning the strength of the turbulence drive and the collisionality allows one to assess the possible interplay between
collisions, flows, and turbulence for transport and poloidal
rotation. Four different R=LT values are investigated, either inside the so-called ‘‘Dimits upshift’’ (below the ITG
nonlinear collisionless threshold [18]) (R=LT ¼ 5:6), close
above threshold (6.3), and further above (7.6 and 10.9).
Each value is a different simulation; for each simulation,
? is stepped down twice in the banana regime after convergence is reached: ? ¼ 0:5; 0:1; 0:05. One more simulation (? ¼ 0:01, R=LT ¼ 7:6) is performed. Each of these
are run at ? ¼ 1=128 on a half-torus ðr; ; ’; vk ; Þ ¼
ð256; 256; 64; 64; 8Þ grid. Two additional simulations close
above this threshold are also run on a half-torus highresolution grid ðr; ; ’; vk ; Þ ¼ ð512; 512; 128; 128; 16Þ
at ? ¼ 1=256. In each, the two values of the collisionality
? ¼ 0:5 and 0.05 are scanned.
The results are summarized in Fig. 2 [respectively,
Fig. 4], where small markers represent the ? ¼ 1=128
simulations and large markers the ? ¼ 1=256 high-
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FIG. 2 (color online). A cartography in (R=LT , ? ) space of
the turbulent heat flux turb . The result in Ref. [5] is shown, as is
the neoclassical heat flux NC for the two reported collisionalities.

resolution ones. For clarity, we display in Fig. 2 only the
? ¼ 0:5 and 0.05 cases. Each symbol corresponds to a
radial and temporal average of both the turbulent heat diffusivity and the drive of the turbulence [respectively, poloidal velocity and shear ðv Þ ¼ r@r ðv =rÞ]. Temporal
averages are performed in the statistical steady-turbulent
regime over one to three collision times t. Radial averages are performed far from the boundary layers, between
0.4 and 0.7 in normalized radius:  2 Ir ¼ ½0:4; 0:7.
While investigating the different sources of ‘‘uncertainty’’
in these actual averages, both the temporal fluctuations  t
of the turbulent heat diffusivity [respectively, vt ] during
t and the variance of the fluctuations hR=LT i in the drive
of the turbulence must be considered. Indeed, at each radial
location, as fronts propagate radially, the local drive seen
by the turbulence fluctuates by hR=LT i. These fluctuations follow from the intrinsically global character of the
simulation and the existence of avalanchelike large-scale
events associated to large heat outflows radially propagating on large distances (several correlation lengths) at fractions of the diamagnetic velocity v? ¼ ? vT [19]. They
lead to the horizontal bars in Fig. 2, the vertical bars capturing the temporal fluctuations  t [respectively, vt ].
Note that we purposely make use of a quasilocal diffusion coefficient , further complexity of the system being
imparted to these fluctuation bars. This approach allows for
an up-front comparison with existing quasilocal transport
models. The additional complexity displayed in a statistical flux-driven system, nondiffusive (non-Gaussian or
Markovian) statistics [20], nonlocal dynamics [21,22]
(avalanching and spreading), advocates
R for a change in
the modeling of the heat flux: Q ¼  @ðx; x0 ÞrTðx0 Þdx0
and will give rise to forthcoming work.
In the spirit of phase transitions, we define (i) a critical
gradient R=LT;c for each collisionality as the value for
which the turbulent transport overcomes neoclassical
transport (dotted lines in Fig. 2) and (ii) a critical exponent
quantifying the resilience (or stiffness) of the transition:
turb
/ ðR=LT  R=LT;c Þ . In the least-squares sense, ¼
þ0:01
0:5ðþ0:11
0:25Þ and R=LT;c ¼ 5:9ð0:17Þ. This latter value is consistent with the usual nonlinear threshold at vanishing
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collisionality [18], the uncertainties on the two critical
quantities reflecting the existence of the temporal fluctuations  t . An equivalent [21] and certainly deeper standpoint consists in expressing in terms of the increment in
power P necessary to tweak the profiles: ðR=LT 
¼ ð1 þ Þ1  23 sits close to
R=LT;c Þ / P . Here
the crossover point between weak and strong turbulence
(the usual weak turbulence scaling would predict  12
and thus a stronger stiffness at marginality yet less enduring as one moves farther from R=LT;c ). We believe that the
experimental testing of this prediction could shed an interesting insight on the physics near criticality.
Below and close to criticality, turbulent transport is
expected to be most sensitive to E  B flow regulation,
via shear decorrelation of turbulent eddies. From the mean
values of turb in Fig. 2, one observes an enhancement of
turbulent transport with ? , in qualitative agreement with
earlier quasilocal results [5] (‘‘Lin’’ in Fig. 2). The main
novelty here comes from the ability to describe the mean
profile dynamics [23] (inclusion of the MFs and selfconsistent dynamics of Er ) which stems from the conjunction of a full-f capability and an incoming heat flux from
thermal baths at the radial edges. Such a system is intrinsically statistical, prominently highlighting self-organized
near-critical transport—long tail in the autocorrelation
function, 1=f spectra, and Hurst exponents of order unity
[12]—featuring the crucial role of temperature profile stiffness near marginality, as reported experimentally. The system self-organizes sitting close to criticality, so that large
discrepancies in transport can occur with a modest change
in the turbulence drive. Subcritical regions (<R=LT;c ) radially coexist with critical and supercritical regions so that
a local analysis at a local R=LT will fail to capture this
complexity.
We find that (i) the shear associated with the MF is at
least comparable to that of the ZFs (see Fig. 3 and discussion below). Also, (ii) the transport decrease Q ¼
hp2 i1=2 hv2E;r i1=2 sinpk ;k when stepping down the collisionality equally occurs through the decrease in the amplitudes of the pressure and radial E  B velocity hp2 i1=2
and hv2E;r i1=2 and the dephasing of these: pk ;k . Though
some differences may exist between the calculated values
and the weak turbulence prediction for the critical exponents or , (iii) the weak turbulence scaling turb / 2 ,
regardless of transient departures from it when stepping
down the collisionality, is robustly recovered in the long
run (beyond a collision time). On the other hand, (iv) our
results suggest a departure from the conventional predatorprey prediction [24]: 2 / ii . A possible reconciliation
with this model may consist of its further development to
self-consistently include the distance to criticality when
calculating the growth of seed fluctuations. At last, as one
may ask to go beyond the now usual ZF-dominated paradigms, full-f flux-driven numerical experiments could
prove especially useful to investigate new pieces of physics: e.g., MF effects (see the following) or the very funda-
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FIG. 3 (color online). Flux-surface and time-averaged (t ¼
1
ii ) computation at low collisionality in the source-free region
of the poloidal velocity (top), its turbulent and neoclassical parts
along with different shears (bottom), neoclassical and E  B.

mental yet unaddressed questions of the influence of
collisions and flows on avalanche statistics or the link
between flow structure and dissipation profiles. These
questions will be reported elsewhere.
As a mirror problem to the collisional enhancement of
turbulent transport, we now address the question of the
turbulent generation of poloidal rotation. It is widely believed that the collisional interaction between trapped and
passing particles in the banana regime and magnetic pumping in all collisionality regimes heavily damp the poloidal
flow towards its neoclassical value. Yet, some recent theories [25] have pointed out the possible generation of poloidal momentum from turbulent Reynolds stresses in a
bifurcation scenario in which poloidal flows could act as a
precursor in the transition from low to high confinement.
Such calculations require the self-consistent evaluation of
these stresses and their contribution to large-scale poloidal
flows; as such they may only be consistently addressed by
full-f computations.
From the momentum equation, the long-time equilibrium of the flux-surface averaged poloidal velocity reads
2
~ i=ðr2 ii Þ. Out of the scan in
vr v
hv i ¼ hvNC
 i  @r ½r h~
(R=LT , ? ) space, we highlight in Fig. 3 the results from
one of the high-resolution ? ¼ 1=256 simulations, in the
banana regime ? ¼ 0:05 and close to marginality R=LT ¼
6:2. Each term in the latter equation is displayed: the left—is the self-consistent
hand side term—again labeled vGYS

computation in the different turbulent regimes, including
collisions. The second term corresponds to the neoclassical
prediction and is labeled vNC
 ¼ K1 rT=eB. We evaluate
this quantity using the following procedure: (i) the K1
coefficient—with its radial dependence—is evaluated
through dedicated simulations in the neoclassical regime
[12]. Then, (ii) from the turbulent simulations from which
, we compute the actual rT
we have evaluated vGYS

value—these two sets of simulations having the exact same
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FIG. 4 (color online). Time and radial average (Ir ¼ ½0:4; 0:7)
of v (top) and the variance of the E  B shears (bottom) in the
source-free region—a cartography in (R=LT , ? ) space.

parameters apart from the actual value of R=LT . We then
(iii) compute vNC
 ¼ K1 rT=eB as to be the neoclassical
prediction in this turbulent regime. The last term is labeled
r  RS =ii ¼ vRS
 in Fig. 3 and corresponds to
pﬃﬃﬃthe
Reynolds stress-driven poloidal velocity, ii  0:78 ii
being the ion viscosity and r  RS / 2? . At last, the
turb
difference vGYS
 vNC

 is labeled v .
and vRS
(their
The strong correlation between vturb


discrepancy being a rough measure of how close the system is from a long-time equilibrium) sorely suggests that
the observed difference between the complete computation
vGYS
and its neoclassical estimate does come from the

turbulence. Its contribution can locally range up to 50%
in the actual magnitude of the rotation. These calculations
may apply to current tokamaks; when extrapolating to Iter,
reliable predictions would require runs at 2 times smaller
? and at least 20 times smaller collisionality (? & 2 
103 ), roughly meaning 20 times longer simulations on a
23 larger grid, pushing the envelope on today’s most
powerful supercomputers. These simulations at smaller
ion viscosity may nonetheless be all the more relevant
since the turbulent Reynolds stress-induced poloidal velocity / 2? =?  20=22 may accordingly increase. This idea
is illustrated in Fig. 4 (top), while displaying the averaged
poloidal velocities vGYS
and vRS

 —normalized to the neoclassical value. In the scanned range of collisionality, the
magnitude of the poloidal rotation is consistent within 20%
with the neoclassical prediction; however, though the averaged turbulence-induced poloidal rotation is small due to
its radial structure, its absolute value is not and increases as
? decreases. It may at last be noted that the cases reported
here are that of an homogeneous ‘‘L-mode’’-like plasma
with neither ITBs nor strong variations on short distances
of the radial electric field or of its derivatives. Accordingly,
the foreseen contribution of the Reynolds stresses to v
may well here be a lower bound estimate as compared to
such more drastic, yet relevant cases.
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At last, the corrugation in vNC
 (Fig. 3, top) connects to
the turbulent modification of the mean temperature profile
which in turn sustains a stationary mean E  B flow shear
with the same corrugated structure (Fig. 3, bottom). Furthermore, the amplitude of this mean shear is dominant as
compared to the usual zonal E  B flow shear (the envelope of its fluctuations over a collision time is pictured in
Fig. 3). This result is robustly confirmed throughout the
whole scan in (R=LT , ? ) space, as displayed in Fig. 4 (bottom), where the variance of the shear ðÞ ¼ ni¼1 ði 
hir Þ2 =ðn  1Þ [Ir has n radial points] is plotted for both
MFs and ZFs (normalized in each case to the ‘‘neoclassical’’ variance of the shear of vNC
 ). These results indicate a
prominent role for the mean E  B shear and the
turbulence-induced mean profile dynamics; these effects
have so far been widely disregarded, considerable focus
having been held by fixed equilibrium profiles and zonal
fields.
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